
BIG IN GERMANY

I stayed up all night with David Hasselhoff. Just the two of us getting 
drunk. We started with a case and a half of Cerveceria de Costa Rica. 
Followed with two bottles of nice South African Merlot. Shots from 
an old bottle of orange liquor which tasted like it had been left out in 
the sun. Two bottles of bad Merlot. Followed by a bottle of silver 
Patron that David brought up from his personal stash. 
Hammered.
 “I’ m THE HOFF!, he proclaimed.”
  I saluted with an arm swing through the air. 
 “You are THE HOFF!” 
His inability to detect sarcasm proved his six foot four stature was 
simply a facade for a small witted childish sensibility. But then 
again, who was I? He was, “THE HOFF!” He’d made millions run-
ning bare-chested alongside all the big breasted models to whom I’d 
beaten off to on Sunday nights as a kid. Pamela. Yasmine. Gena Lee 
Nolin, Nicole Eggert, Erika Eleniak, Tracy Bingham.  All who’m 
were friends of the left hand. The man was a bouffant-rocking god. 
He was Nightrider, he was Jeckyle and Hyde on Broadway, and he 
was the man who sang songs of freedom atop the Berlin wall wear-
ing a pulsing LED leather jacket. 
 Do you travel much? I asked. 
 “I’m pretty big in Germany, so I go there a lot.” 
 Really?
 Well, I had the #1 hit in Germany, Looking for Freedom.
 You were looking for freedom? NICE.
 No, that’s the name of the song I sing.
He leaned over and lit a cigarette. 
 Looking for Freedom. You should check it out.
 
He stared blankly at me. The Hoff was not a good listener. It was 
always like an interview with him. Him waiting for the question that 
I had no interest in asking. 
 So we just drank. 
 “toe to toe.” 
 “My toe’s a lot bigger than your toe” he said.    
 “Yep your toe is bigger than my toe, but we’re just drinking 



 toe to toe, that doesn’t mean a big toe is a better toe.” 

Silence again. The night leapt forward. The silence of a starry Costa 
Rican sky indistinguishable from the sparkling ocean swells at our 
sides, except for the sound of the rushing wake trailing from the back 
of our luxury scuba diving yacht. 
 I’d been told by our captain that if you fell overboard at 
any time during the three night crossing you’d be lost at sea. Eaten 
by sharks. drowned in minutes. swept away by the current towards 
Tahiti. A disintegrating piece of fish food in an oversized aquarium. 
Each time I went to take a piss I carefully held onto to the railings of 
the deck. We motored further and further from civilization into the 
indian inked night. 
 The Hoff’s speech slurred, his face distorted. 
 “Rock paper scissors for a thousand dollars a hand” 
 “You’re on, Hyde.”

 Two days earlier I’d arrived in San Jose Costa Rica ready to 
board the Okeanos Agressor dive vessel for a 300 mile ocean journey 
to Coco’s Island. The passage to the uninhabited island would take 
three days, but that’s where the schooling hammerhead sharks were. 
The sharks that Hoff and I were to be diving with.
 This was the same day that The Hoff’s black Range Rover 
pulled into the port of Punterenus. Upon getting out of his ride The 
Hoff addressed the townsfolk gathered near the dock. 
 “Hello natives.” 
 Yeah, he said that. 
The Hoff pulled a black sharpie marker from one pocket and a pile of 
4x6 glossy glamour shots from the other. He handed one to me and 
smiled. I’d never received an unsolicited autograph before.
 “Who should I make it out to?” 
 “Whoever you want.”
   The Hoff looked confused. 
He signed. “Stay strong and dive hard, David Hasselhoff.”
Yes Hoff, I thought. “I will dive hard. And I will stay strong. For 
my mother, for my father, for Germany, for the sick children in the 
hospital who believe that Knight rider saved the world. 
 The photoshopped photo showed The Hoff’s head atop the 



body of a stunt double. The “thing” was running shirtless down a 
beach with a red life preserver in hand. After presenting my little gift, 
he handed out more of the signed photos to the Punterenus natives 
like a Catholic priest at communion. The three legged dogs lined up. 
The fishermen hoping for a payout. A small girl selling coconuts was 
eager to barter. They all looked at the signed pictures with a 
disappointed disbelief. Who was this fool?  
 The Hoff! It was The Hoff! Savior of the free world! Big in 
Germany!

And so two days later The Hoff and I began our epic game of rock 
paper scissors. We pounded on the plastic white table.  rock scissors. 
scissors rock. paper rock. paper paper. scissors paper. paper paper. 
rock rock. rock scissors. 
 The match went on for at least an hour. “Three thousand 
dollars up. Ten thousand dollars down.  I  was competing against the 
best player in the world. Assuming there is a best. The Hoff claimed 
to be king. He had lightning quick reflexes.
 He tried head games. 
 “The rock is the strength, you should shoot the rock.”
 You shoot the rock Hoff! Shoot the rock! “
 Don’t try and sway my game old man!, I said.
 Old man? 
 He was not amused.
 He was not going to break my game.
rock paper. rock rock. paper paper. paper paper. scissors paper. paper 
paper. rock rock. rock scissors.
 A frigate bird landed on the nearby railing. It seemed to 
understand. it seemed to enjoy the view from the stands.   Finally the 
“game” ended. I’d beaten the Hoff for three thousand. I had bested 
the leader of the free world. I had beaten the self proclaimed grand 
champion ten time gold medalist of the right hand throw down. The 
Hoff was beaten. He began to shake. He got up from his plastic 
chaise lounge, raised his hands in the air and began screaming. 
and dancing. and broke into Broadway song. His face shifted. I was 
was terrified. He sang to the invisible masses with a bold projecting 
voice, the tone of which was sinister and freaky. 



What is this feeling
Of power and drive?
I’ve never known ? 
I feel alive !

Where does this feeling
Of power derive
Making me know
Why I’m alive ? 
Like the night it’s a secret
Sinister dark and unknown
I do not know what I seek
Yet I’ll seek it alone !

I have a thirst
That I cannot deprive
Never have I felt so alive !

There is no battle
I couldn’t survive-
Feeling like this-
Feeling alive !

Like the moon an enigma
Lost and alone in the night
Damned by some heavenly stigma
But blazing with light !

It’s the feeling of being alive !
Filled with evil but truly alive !
It’s the truth that cannot be denied !
It’s the feeling of being
Edward hyde !

Six foot four inches of hefty weathered manhood singing and danc-
ing the opening number of Jeckyle and Hyde for only myself and a 
frigate bird to see. Oh the humanity.  
 Just as he screamed “Edward Hyde!” the bird flew away.  



The boat listed to the starboard side. The Hoff began to stumble.  I 
thought it might be part of his number, but as he continued towards 
the edge of the boat where a three foot high railing stood I became 
sure it was not. He fell towards the railing of the boat. He fell to-
wards the darkness. Away from Germany.
 “Go I thought, go Mr. Hyde, go to the ocean. You love the  
 ocean.  It calls you.”
He grabbed for the railing. The only separation from body and ocean. 
But gravity had already disembarked the lumbering manhood on 
its journey over the rail. Over the edge. Over the edge of insanity 
towards the black undulating pool beneath the stars. Fish food.
 His life flashed before my eyes. His time on Baywatch, his 
time as Knight Rider, my time watching him as Night Rider, the 
three thousand dollars he owed me, His Jeckyl and his Edward Hyde. 
They were all teetering on the brink of destruction. The boat rocked.  
The Hoff rolled. Over the railing. His feet lifted off the deck and his 
head went down over the railing. I alone was about to witness the 
death of an icon. Headlines flashed through my head. 

“Hasselhoff lost at Sea” 

“Drunk Hamburger Eater Goes Missing in Costa Rica” 

“Inept celebrity dies playing rock paper scissors.” 

       “Germany’s beloved son dies. 
    Rock, paper and scissors involved.”

 I could make a million from the story. Where was my cell 
phone? My video camera? My photographer from TMZ? I knew 
there would be no finding him. By the time I could alert the captain.  
Which might or might not happen. The Hoff would have either been 
swept to sea, eaten by sharks, or drowned in his own hamburger 
eating stupor.  But then, as if Jesus, Mother Mary, Pamela and Kit  
had collectively held hands to give him a boost from the brink, The 
Hoff’s hand reappeared, clinching the rail. I did not move. did not 
make a sound. The hand was followed by the six foot four inches of 
swinging manhood. The Hoff careened his body back over the railing 



and landed on the deck like Mary Lou Retten dismounting a high 
beam.  It was a 10.0 with perfect form. Arms outstretched, he paused, 
looked me straight in the eye, and with the confidence and serious-
ness of the weight of the world, said,

             “I’m Knight Rider, I can do anything.”
  
Evidently, he was right all along.


